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Psychics never predicted a Halloween massacre
Noonan lectures on on The Oprah Winfrey Show, nor is it a psychology experiment
religious freedom Rumor proves unfounded
in the United States By BETSY TAYLORNEWS STAFF
Judge John T. Noonan, Jr.
By PATTY O'CONNOR
NEWS STAFF
On Tuesday evening,
Judge John T. Noonan, Jr. of
the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit, delivered the twenty-
sixth Hanify-Howland
Memorial Lecture in the
Hogan Ballroom.
Judge Noonan's lecture
focused on religious freedom
in the United States- its
development over the last
two centuries and subsequent
demise in recent years.
Declaring religious freedom
to be a special American
contribution to government,
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Noonan described three
phases of its development in
U.S. history.
According to Noonan, the
first phase extended from
1791-1940, basing free
exercise of religion on the
First Amendment of the
Constitution- "Congress shall
make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise
thereof...".
Also known as the
Establishment Clause, the
First Amendment was a
unique experiment because
no nation had SO
unequivocally given itself to
religious freedom as the
United States did, said
Noonan.
He explained that in this
150 year period, religion was
integrated in American
society and government
priniarily because of state
constitutions, which
established churches in their
respective states.
Noonan said that some
states required people
holding public office to take
an anti-papal oath, which
barred Catholics from
holding office-- other
religious groups were funded
by the government. He
explained that with the
growth of some religious
groups, and the humanitarian
belief that discrimination was
wrong, separation of church
and state became more
defined.
According to Noonan,
beginning in the 1920's, the
Supreme Court intervened in
cases of freedom of religious
exercise. He cited numerous
court cases which broadened
the Establishment Clause.
This second phase, said
Noonan, which lasted from
1940-1990, championed
separation of church and
State.
To illustrate this point
Noonan referred to Yargo
v. Wisconsin, a case in
which Amish parents were
allowed to by withdraw their
(Continued on Page 4)
Oprah Winfrey and
Nostradamus are receiving
more attention than the
Headless Horseman and the
Great Pumpkin this
Halloween season.
Around the Holy Cross
campus, the details vary, but
the basic rumor remains the
same.
Allegedly, an episode of
The Oprah Winfrey Show
featuring psychics was aired.
Apparently these psychics
revealed a prediction made
by Nostradamus, a sixteenth
century psychic.
As the rumor goes, a
massacre will occur in a year
with a reversible number,
such as 1991, on either Oct. 31
or Nov. 1.
The murders would take
place at a small college in
New England located on a hill
near a body of water and
overlooking a cemetery.
Depending on the version
told, the massacre would
occur in an L, F, or T shaped
building. Some stories also
claimed that the college must
have a tower on top of a
campus building.
According to this rumor,
Holy Cross, Boston College,
and Mount Holyoke were the
three colleges which fit the
site description.
A spokesperson from
The rumor specifies that the massacre
will occur on a campus near a graveyard.
The Crusaderf Kuhn MacCaithy
Harpo Studios where The
Oprah Winfrey Show is
produced verified its
nonexistence. "It's just a
rumor. It was never on the
show."
Professor Helen Whall of
the English dept., who has
taught at Holy Cross for
sixteen years, stated, This is
the fifth or sixth time I've
heard it."
She noted that the details
are similar each time and that
the rumor generally comes to
its culmination in late Oct.
However, the methods of
mayhem have become
increasingly more violent.
Whall added that the last
time the rumor surfaced,
students chalked body
outlines on the ground the
next day.
Several students in
Wheeler checked out books
on Nostradamus' predictions
after hearing the rumor.
"After studying the books, we
found no reference , to a
massacre on a New England
campus," said Amy Molloy
'95.
"The latest rumor is that
the psychology department
initiated this rumor to study
the effects of collegiate level
(Continued on Page 3)
130 students in Loyola
West are Fit for Life
By RENATA SADUNAS
NEWS EDITOR
Last spring, Sally
Linowski arrived at Holy
Cross on a mission from the
federal government.
As coordinator of the
Funds for the Improvement
of Post Secondary Education
(FIPSE) grant, funded by the
U.S. Dept. of Education, she
was charged with creating a
substance-free living
environment for students.
Upon examining the
existing program in Loyola
which was implemented in
the Fall of '90, she felt that a
stigma had been attached to
Loyola's substance-free label,
and she set out to change it's
reputation.
"We didn't want people
to think that they have to eat
carrot sticks and run ten
miles a day to live there."
The Fit for Life program
arose out of this notion.
Linowski feels it is
important to emphasize that
being free of drugs, alcohol,
and cigarettes is just one
part of a healthy lifestyle.
The Fit for Life program is
designed to develop eight
different dimensions of an
individual's life:
global, cultural, physical,
social, spiritual, vocational,
emotional, and intellectual.
According to Linowski at
least one program is held
each month in the dorm, and
each program is designed to
strengthen a diffcrent aspect
of a person's character.
For instance, Prof. Pat
Kramer of the psychology
dept., and Peg Rodgers,
director of food service,
hosted a vegetarian dinner
Wed. night, addressing the
physical fitness aspect of Fit
for Life, and the next
program, which will feature
Dr. John Winters of the
career planning office,
emphasizes vocational fitness.
According to Linowski,
these programs were based
on the results of surveys
filled out by incoming first-
year students, which
catalogued their needs and
interests (Continued on Page 4)
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SOUTH AFRICA- 18 blacks were
killed in violence after the funeral of
a prominent African National
Congress member. The killings took
place in the black South African
township of Tokoza east of
Johannesburg as about 12,000
people left the funeral of Sam Ntuli,
killed a week ago by gunsmen firing
from a car. It was the worst violence
since an accord last month to end
township wars in which 3,000 blacks
have been killed in the last year.
SOUTH CAROLINA-
Telecommunications engineer John
Pattis, 54, released from an Iranian
rEbr Cruqaber October 11, 1991
prison after five years, arrived home
in Ailien, SC. Pattis worked for
Cosmos Engineers of Bethseda, MD
at Iran's main satellite ground
station at Assadabad. He was
arrested after the station was
bombed by Irai jets during the Iran-
Iraq war in 1986. Iranians said he
was a spy who set it up; the U.S.
government and Pattis denied the
charges.
MISSOURI- The Missouri Supreme
Court was asked to allow brain-
damaged Christine Bugalacchi, 21,
to be moved to Minnesota for more
medical tests, a move Missouri- a
state with restrictive right-to-die
laws- is trying to block. The state
argued if she is moved to Minnesota
her life-sustaining feeding tubes will
be removed so she could die.
WORCESTER- It originally
appeared that Mayor Jordan Levy
was going to face little, if any,
opposition in his bid for a third
consecutive term on the Nov. 5
ballot. But the complexion of the
mayoral race changed dramatically
Tuesday when Councilors-at-Large
Konstantina B. Lukes and Timothy
J. Cooney Jr. and challenger
William S. Coleman III announced
their intentions to seek the mayor's
job.
EUROPE- The European
Community challenged the United
States, Canada, and Japan Monday
to match $2.4 billion in aid it plans
to give the Soviet Union for food
this winter. They called for a total
Western aid package of more than
$1 billion, saying loans and credit
guarantees were conditional on
similar commitments from other
major trading powers. The Soviets
had asked for $14 billion in Western
aid, but has reduced the request to
$10.2 billion.
eampuo tent
ENVIRONMENTALLY AWARE
STUDENTS at the U. of Nebraska-
Lincoln now have a clearinghouse
for information on environmental
issues. The brainchild of UNL law
itudent David Reagan, The
Environmental Resource Center
houses publications and resources
not available at other campus
locations. Students can check out
books, videos, magazines, and
publications with an ID card or
driver's license.
"I FRIED FOR THE PRIDE" is the
slogan that adorns T-shirts and
bumper stickers in Tucson. The
latest fund-raising effort for the
financially feeble U. of Arizona's
Pride of Arizona Marching Band,
the new products pay tribute to
student musicians' discomfort during
early fall football games, when on-
field temperatures can soar well
above 100 degrees.
A REAL-LIFE VERSION OF
NORTHERN EXPOSURE.
Residents of Dodgeville (WI) will
soon benefit from an innovative
program that pays the expenses of a
U. of Wisconsin-Madison medical
student. The local hospital and bank
have teamed up to pay the expenses
of Gary Grunow, a Dodgeville
native, to attend med school. After
he graduates in 1996, Grunow is
committed to practicing in the 4,500-
member community for at least five
years.
TO HELP FEMALE FANS TELL
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A
PIGSKIN AND A SOW'S EAR, the
U. of South Carolina is conducting
an "informal football clinic for ladies
only." The evening includes a
demonstration by the USC
cheerleaders, a tour of the locker
rooms, and informal instruction on
rules and concepts of college
football.
"The psychology
department is not
and has not conducted
any research related
to this rumor."
-Dr. John Axelson, chair of
the psych. dept., regarding
the origin of the rumor that a
massacre will occur on campus Nov. 1.
Vellefleflefleflefirtft'firMleflefIr VIrtfletlefeflelleflefleflefellr'fleflellefIr
In October
6:30 - 9:30 P.M.
Weekends 4:00 - 9:30 P.M.
Columbus Day 4:00 - 9:30 P.M.
October 28- 316:30 - 9:30 P.M.
Please
Arrange Group Rates and
Handicapped
in Advance
Call (508) 853-3525
The
Greater Worcester Jaycees
present
1
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On The Grounds Of
(51 FAIRLAWNREHABILITATIONHOSPITAL
189 May Street
Worcester
Adults $3.00
Children (12 & under) $2.00
Your admission to the Haunted House helps Jaycees to support programs in your community,such as grants to teachers,
teen leadership training, environmental awareness and assistance to the elderly.
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Massacre rumor. . .
(Continued from page 1.)
telephone," Steve
Colon '95 stated.
Dr. John Axelson, the 'chair of the
psychology dept. said, "The
psychology department is not and has
not conducted any research related to
this rumor. All research conducted
by any individual associated with this
department is extensively reviewed by
an appropriate
committee evaluating research
involving humans or animals. These
committees follow guidelines
established by the American
Psychological Association."
According to Sargent Grace, a
member of Boston College security,
there will be extra security units on
duty, but this practice is standard
every Halloween. "It's not because of
the rumor," said Grace. He stated
that at Boston College this same story
circulates about every five years.
Barbara Arrighi, chief of security
at Mt. Holyoke offered a similar
response, "It appears to be a rumor."
Although she added that they
contacted The Oprah Winfrey Show to
confirm this fact. She said that Mt.
Holyoke will increase their security,
as usual, this Halloween night.
John J. Donovan, director of campus
security at Holy Cross, stated that
Holy Cross will also have extra patrols
on Halloween. He explained that this
is standard procedure every year,
mainly due to Halloween social
events on campus.
Similar rumors have surfaced on
Georgetown, Providence, and
Fairfield campuses within the past
week.
No Worcester area psychics could
be reached for comment.
CORAL SEAFOOD
Restaurant and Fish Market
Attention Students
10% Discount
Daily Lunch and Dinner Specials
Fresh Seafood - Take Out Orders
See us for Parents
weekend - Reservations
are accepted.
112 Green St.
Off Kelley Square Exit
OPEN 7 DAYS 755-8331
Holy Cross awarded
$600,000 grant for
neuroscience program
By SHEILA TORMEY
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
A five year program designed to
interest students in careers in
scientific research and teaching began
at Holy Cross this year. The program
is funded by a $600,000 award to Holy
Cross by the Howard Hughs Medical
Institute.
Holy Cross was invited to submit a
proposal for the award last fall.
Ninety- eight other public and private
educational institutions were also
invited to do so; 44 of them had their
proposals approved.
"The 44 colleges and universities
receiving the awards have proposed
impressive, imaginative strategies to
spark...interest in the sciences in
students from the introductory to the
upper-division levels," said Joseph
Perpich, M.D., J.D., vice president for
grants at HHMI.
The $600,000 grant will support
the development of an
undergradutuate program in
neuroscience. This will include new
laboratory instrumentation, books for
the science library and the operating
budget for the psychobiology
concentration and other related
courses.
In addition, the grant will sponsor
eight to ten Holy Cross students to
do laboratory research with the
science faculty during the summer.
Faculty membe: J will have
opgortunities to attend training
workshops at such centers as the
Marine Biological Laboratory.
The grant also enables 40 minority
and underpriviledged seventh and
eighth graders from Worcester Public
Schools to spend a week at Holy
Cross next Spring.
The week will consist of lectures
from Holy Cross science faculty
members, in addition to members of
the Worcester scientific community.
They and their families will also
receive a year membership to The
New England Science Center.
"The need is so drastic. Very few
minority individuals enter science.
Far fewer become science teachers
and far fewer become science
researchers compared to the majority
population," said Dr. Chuck Weiss,
director of Holy Cross's Grant and
Research Center.
Weiss also, said that the
superintendent of Worcester Public
Schools, Dr. John Durkin has
responded with great enthusiasm to
this program and to another involving
Worcester Public Schools.
Eight to ten Worcester Public
High School science teachers will
come to Holy Cross next year for a
training program. They will be
replaced in Worcestor by Holy Cross
graduate.
The Hughes Howard Medical
Institute, established in 1953, employs
scientists in the fields of cell biology,
genetics, immunology, neuroscience
and structural biology.
Hughes investigators conduct
medical research in HHMI
laboratories at outstanding academic
centers and universities throughout
the United States.
The Institute also supports science
education through its grant program.
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Fit for Life
(Continued from page 1.)
So far, she is pleased with the
program's success, "We have thirty
men on the waiting list for
substance-free."
Christine Ferric '92, now in her
second year as a Loyola West RA,
admitted, "People come here for
different reasons. I know I'm here
because I like the environment. The
immediate pressures of alcohol are
not here--you are not building
friendships on a party mentality.
You can make real friendships
here."
One concern that Linowski
voiced was the suitability of Loyola
first-year students. Ferrie
commented, "If I were a first-year
student, I'm not sure I would want
to live this way," but she added that
the first-year students on her hall
seem to enjoy living there, and
benefit from it as well.
"One thing we try to stress is that
they keep their doors open while
they're around. It's not impossible to
make friends," said Ferrie.
When asked if she found
students to be generally interested
in Fit for Life, Ferrie responded
positively.
"A lot of futst year students are
interested in developing themselves
as a whole person."
Though residence in Loyola
comes complete with a large room,
private bath, and sound-proof walls,
students are required to abide by a
few guidelines.
They may not use alcohol, drugs,
or smoke cigarettes in the dorm. If
they return to their room drunk, or
if they are caught in the traditional
part of Loyola (high-rise) abusing
these policies, their privileges will be
suspended. The students'
choices are left up to their own
discretion outside of the dorm,
however, responsible behavior is
encouraged.
"I'm a health conscious
vegetarian," said Loyola West
resident Maggie Helms '95. "I
• 0 •
believe it's a bad idea to do
anything that can alter your state of
consciousness." She said she chose
to live in Loyola West because of its
substance-free policy, noting that she
has never lived any other way.
"Most people respect your views
when you say you live in Loyola...we
still get invited to parties," said
Helms.
Colin Homiski '93, expressed his
desire to come home without
worrying about broken beer bottles
all the time. "I lived in Mulledy my
freshman year and we got drunk
almost every night of the week." He
explained that the environment in
Loyola is free from that pressure, in
addition to being a great place to
study.
Senior Tom Dugan echoed his
praise of the substance-free
program, "I myself don't drink. It's
better for me to live with people
who choose to do the same."
Some people however have
ulterior motives for selecting Loyola
West as their place of residence. "I
just wanted my own bathroom," said
Marybeth McLean '95. "I don't
drink or smoke so it's not a big
deal." Alt
hough many students mentioned
Loyola's low noise level as one of its
fringe benefits, Linowski warned,
"We're not going to portray it as a
quiet place. The whole idea is that
you can be rowdy and have fun
without drinking."
Loyola West residents did not
enter the housing lottery last Spring,
instead, they were required to
complete an application indicating
their reasons for selecting Loyola.
According to Linowski this helps
insure that students are not living
there under coercion from their
parents, and will readily comply
with the rules.
There are currently 130 residents
in Loyola West's substance-free
housing, with plans to expand next
year.
Religious freedom..
(Continued from page 1.)
children from school because of
religious reasons.
Noonan declared that the groups
which won precedent court cases
were not mainstream religious
groups, rather, they were small
groups which had won victories of
rhetoric in the courts.
He argued that the fifty years of
court cases provided models of
rhetorical principles, which did not
have much substance because of the
Smith vs. Oregon case in 1990.
In the 1990 ruling of Smith vs.
Oregon, Noonan explained, freedom
of religion was once again defined
when the Supreme Court ruled that
state laws prevailed over the free
exercise clause. Judge
Noonan declared that Smith vs.
Oregon was a "sweeping invalidation
of what the court had tried to do"
for the last fifty years.
The consequences of this type of
ruling is the greater passibility of
infringement of religious rights,
property, and freedom of speech, by
the state.
Noonan spoke of religion's place
in all important movements of the
United States. The abolition of
slavery, alcohol, polygamy, abortion;
and the civil rights movement had
roots in various churches; Mormons,
Protestants, Roman Catholics, and
Baptist churches have actively been
a part of reform in the United
States. He declared that The
animating force of religion brought
about the end of slavery.
Judge Noonan called the Smith
rationale horrendous, and said he
opposes the decision in that case,
and the limitation of religious
freedom. "The line (of
freedom of religion) has been drawn
far too short," said Noonan in
reference to Smith vs. Oregon.
On Wed. morning, Noonan
spoke to selected students about
issues ranging from abortion and
Constitutional law, to the differences
between Catholic and secular
education.
He discussed court cases on
national, state, and Holy Cross
issues with students, giving his
opinion as a Catholic and a
respected judge.
PEACE CORPS WORLD WISE PuZZLE
For further information ahout Peace Corps, write Box 896, Washington DC 20.526
INSTRUCTIONS: The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 80 nations around the
world. By solving this puzzle, you will learn about one allies° countries.
Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters in the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.
..'11 I mr,"11.,,f, 1 ) .1,001 I mrt
Nation In southern
Africa, which Is twice
the size of Arizona and
Is adjacent to the
Republic of South Africa.
1. Official language of this nation.
2. Economic organization formed in Europe
of which this nation is an associate
member.
3. European nation which at one time had
protectorate over this country.
4. Direction of the nation of Namibia from
this country.
_
CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS
Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas from
$259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7
nights hotel, parties, free admission,
hotel taxes and more! Organize a
small group. Earn free trip.
1(800)BEACH IT
EARN $2000 + FREE SPRING
BREAK TRIPS!
North America's #1 Student Tour
Operator seeking motivated students,
organizations, fraternities and
sororities as campus representatives
promoting Cancun, Bahamas,
Daytona and Panama City!
1(800)724-1555!
SPRING BREAK REPS!!!
Earn up to $3000! Become part of a
team and sell the best spring break
trips on campus. Earn FREE TRIPS
and unlimited CASH$$. Call now!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (617) 424-8222 or (800)
328-SAVE (Boston)
Condominium for sale by owner.
Investment opportunity: 25% tax
credit has never been used, renovated
brick school house, 2 1/2 bedrms, fully
applianced. For further info please
call: 508-343-6967 or 508-342-3762.
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS
& GRANTS
Educational Research Services P.O.
Box 3006
Boston, MA 02130
Beautiful apt. for rent-walking
distance to Holy Cross. Ideal for 4
students - partially furnished, fully
applianc,ed. For further info call: 508-
343-6967 or 508-342-3762
THE BEST DAMN CAMPUS REPS
Wanted by N. Americas best damn
tour company. Only High-Life can
offer you a free S.B. trip for every 20
paid and a chance to win a Yamaha
Wavejammer. Join thousands of
other campus reps. Call 1-800-263-
5604.
Financial Aid available immediately!
Special grants program. Every
student eligible. No one turned down.
Simple application. Send name,
address and $1 P&H fee(refundable)
to: Student Services, P.O. Box 22-
4Q26, Hollywood, FL 33022.
RAISE $500.41000..41500
FOOL
PROW
IF ILI IN ED
AS \C
For your fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
AMOLUTIFLY NO
INVESTMENT REQUIRED!
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50
October 11, 1991 trbr Crugaber
Dennis *hi:int Watson
Outstanding educator, 1cturer, entertainer, and author, sometimes described as a cross
between yesse Jackson anti Bid Cosby, will present a workshop on "Multiculturalism and
Diversity." Executive Director of the National Bfizek,Youth Leadership Council; Watson is
the recipient of more than 100 fearrship aml community service awards including two
Presidential Citations. Mr. Watson has lectured at over 200 coges and universities and
conducted over 2,000 workshops for civic, political; religious, and community groups.
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Some faces are missing .from campus this Fall and in case you'vebeen wondering just where they've been hiding, here is a list of those
European Nomads.
Just because they're seeing wonderful sights overseas doesn't mean
they're not lonely. Send them a message in the message in the JYA
newsletter to give them a contact from the Cross or if you've been abroad
already remind them of the "hot spots" while you were studying abroad last
year.
Send messages to P.O. Box 148 no later than Friday, October 18.
Please include your phone number. The Newsletter will be sent out the last
week of October. Danke. Gracias. MercL Grazle. Thanks.
KATHLEEN BROWN
CHRIS BURKE 
PAUL BURKE MANSFIELD, ENGLAND
ALLISON BUTLER FLORENCE, ITALY
THOMAS CARLSON DUBLIN, IRELAND
MELISSA BATEMAN STRASBOURG,FRANCE
CHRISTINE BAUR DIJON,FRANCE
JASON BELLIPANNI ROME, ITALY
CAR! BOYA READING, ENGLAND
 PARIS, FRANCE
DUBLIN, IRELAND
MATT CAVANAUGH 
CHRISTINE CHARTOUNI
ADRIENNE COADY 
ELISA CODISPOTI 
JENNIFER COOKE 
CATHERINE COONEY
PAUL COULOMBE 
BRIAN COX 
KAREN CRAMER 
MEG DEGUILIS 
SALAMANCA, SPAIN
 DIJON, FRANCE
READING, ENGLAND
BOLOGNA, ITALY
READING, ENGLAND
 READING, ENGLAND
 SALAMANCA, SPAIN
SUSSEX, ENGLAND
 PARIS, FRANCE
FLORENCE, ITALY
COLLEEN DETERS FREIBERG, GERMANY
KAREN DIMINUCO PARIS, FRANCE
ASHLEY DUNNEEN SEVILLE, SPAIN
JANET DOOLEY' STRASBOURG, FRANCE
KEVIN DOYLE SUSSEX, ENGLAND
DEIRDRE DUCKETT' SEVILLE, SPAIN
JOHN ENRIGHT SEVILLE, SPAIN
RENEE FATATO VIENNA, AUSTRIA
JOHN FORSYTHE SALAMANCA, SPAIN
REBECCA FORD 
 
STRASBOURG, FRANCE
ERIN HARRELL ANGERS, FRANCE
BOB HICKEY 
PAM HOGAN 
MEGAN JOHNSON
TOM JOYCE 
DUBLIN, IRELAND
MANSFIELD, ENGLAND
 DUBLIN, IRELAND
MANSFIELD, ENGLAND
SIOBHAN KELLEHER
KIM KLAUSE 
AMIE MCCARTHY
JENNIFER MCCARTHY
ROBERT MCCARTHY 
MAUREEN MURPHY 
SHEILA MURPHY 
 SEVILLE, SPAIN
DIJON, FRANCE
DUBLIN, IRELAND
STRASBOURG FRANCE
VIENNA, AUSTRIA
READING, ENGLAND
MADRID, SPAIN
BILL MYER TUBINGEN, GERMANY
RACHEL NEWMAN SALAMANCA, SPAIN
LISA NICE LEICESTER, ENGLAND
MEGAN O'LEARY SUSSEX, ENGLAND
CATHERINE ORONCE
TOM OUELLETTE 
MANILLA, PHILIPPINES
MANSFIELD, ENGLAND
JASON PASHKO GOTTINGEN, GERMANY
LAWRENCE PREGATO PARIS, FRANCE
KEVIN REILLY DUBLIN, IRELAND
MARY CATHERINE RILEY —STRASBOURG, FRANCE
JOHN ROLEICE 
ANNE ROURKE 
JAMES RYAN 
MEG SCHAEFER
MAURA SHEA 
MANSFIELD, ENGLAND
DUBLIN, IRELAND
SLALMANCA, SPAIN
STRASBOURG, FRANCE
MANSFIELD, ENGLAND
KATHRYN SISK MANSFIELD, ENGLAND
GREG SMITH FREIBURG, GERMANY
DANIEL SPACEK DUBLIN, IRELAND
MICHELLE STEMMLE STRASBORG, FRANCE
ELIZABETH TEWWEN FREIBURG, GERMANY
ANN TONDORO SUSSEX, ENGLAND
ANDREW TOURTELOTTE DIJON, FRANCE
ROBERT VALGENTI MANSFIELD, ENGLAND
JONATHON VENIER SALAMANCA, SPAIN
JULIE WITSKEN SUSSEX, ENGLAND
ANNETTE WOODLAND —ST. ANDREWS, SCOTLAND
October 11, 199/ Tfic Cm:saber
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THOUGHTJOGGER I Christopher Cunniffe
Who is Andre Marrou?
Let's be honest, no one expects
the 1992 election to be any kind of
landmark event in American
political history. Even if Mr. Bush
were to sweep all 50 states, one
could hardly call such a victory a
mandate to alter the course of this
nation. With over 60% of Americans
approving of "split government," the
President's opposition can
confidently expect to maintain a
strong hold on the national
legislatures.
Nevertheless, there are stirrings
in many dissenting corners that
could add some surprising sauce to
the upcoming electoral contest. To
begin with, momentum is building
behind a grass roots anti-
establishment fervor spearheaded by
Washington states's upcoming term
limitation initiative.
However, pressure is not only
building from the outside. Growing
numbers of maverick politicians are
starting to make noise in both
parties. On the left, many are
exerting pressure to reform the
presidential nomination process
presently slanted in favor of the
more liberal wing.
Prominent among the insurgents
are candidates Clinton and Wilder
who both claim to be running as
fiscal conservatives. Dark horse
Democrat Paul Tsongas is furnishing
the most refreshing influx of
economic rationality that his party
has seen in decades. Worthy of note
is the support he is receiving from
fellow Democrat Joe Lieberman of
Connecticut who is also working to
hammer an enterprise zone package
through the Senate.
Jumping across the center aisle,
what we now see emerging from the
woodworks is the Republican left
pioneered by the new and popular
Governor Bill Weld. Though a
steadfast liberal on most social
issues (i.e. abortion and gay rights),
he refers to himself as a "filthy
supply sider" and a fan of Milton
Friedman. He has balanced the
state budget without a tax hike and
is taking bold steps to privatize state
enterprises. Others in the
Republican ranks are supposedly
working on a platform challenge to
the party's staunch pro-life stance.
Moving across the Republican
back benches, we can hear the
Kemp-Gingrich camp or so called
"right wing" of the Republican Party
starting to get real loud. Although
well aware that Mr. Bush did not
possess the strong anti-establishment
stance of his predecessor, they fell
for his lips in '88 perhaps hoping to
convert him along the way.
Their sense of betrayal still stings
a full year after the President sold
his soul at Mr. Darman's budget
summit. Their fury stems from the
tax increase, intended to yield $165
million in new revenues, that is now
expected to turn out a measly $6
billion as the hike smothered any
prospects of a quick recovery from
the recession. Once again, the deficit
will set another all time record.
The fact that the prudent one
has permitted his opposition to
expand domestic spending at a
double digit rate has only added
fuel to the conservatives' fire. While
a primary challenge is very doubtful,
many on the right would not be
terribly upset if the President
dicided to give priority to his health
and not seek a second term.
Who, then, is Andre Marrou and
what does he have to do with all of
these political renegades? Well, Mr.
Marrou is running for president as
the nominee of the Libertarian
Party, the third largest political
organization in this country. The
thread of the Libertarian standpoint,
referred to as the right wing form of
the left, is the promotion of a
wholesale removal of government
interference in both the social and
economic sphere.
Espousing a program that
includes the separtation of school
and state, widescale privatization,
significant reductions in military
spending, free trade, legalized
abortion, individual rights, laissez
faire economics, the abolition of the
IRS, and the legalization of the drug
trade, Mr. Marrou is raising more
than the eyebrows of disgruntled
new thinkers in both parties.
For incensed conservatives, the
Libertarians provide a means of
keeping the Republicans honest. For
sensible and thoughtful liberals, they
provide a fresh forum of debate and
a safe haven from the
condescending lectures of their
comrades. If 1992 is perceived as no
contest, rebellious voters on both
sides may well put aside their
partisan spirit to make a political
point with their respective
leaderships.
The burgeoning movement
seems almost tailor made to
impressionable college age
revolutionary types (i.e. moi).
Frankly, this rebel finds their
isolationist tendencies and disrespect
for the rights of majorities as
unacceptable pillars for a political
movement. Regardless, the
Libertarians do represent the return
of ideas to politics, a pretty
important idea in itself.
Shoot out with young guns
To the Editor:
For those of your who were
saddened by reading the responses
to Mr. O'Malley's article of first-year
students Al Merati and Susan Fani,
please don't lose faith. A Holy
Cross education, according to the
Catalog (not Al Merati) is "...serious
and challenging." The excitement of
it is experienced by both students
and faculty. It is the excitement of
discovery-- students discovering new
things in literature, science, the arts,
mathematics, religion..." (p.4).
Al has only been here for
approximately one month and he
has hardly had a chance to
experience discovering new things.
He still thinks that Holy Cross is
defined as a conservative Roman
Catholic indoctrination camp rather
than the Jesuit run school which is a
constant haven for intellectual
debate. He hasn't been here long
enough to realize that Jesuit
education is a very active searching
process of service and questioning,
which serves to deepen faith rather
than accept previously determined
dogma from one man.
As Alex continues his studies
here, he will begin to question such
imponderables as "If Cardinal Law
is so staunchly Pro-Life, why was he
so staunchly Pro-War?". He will
analyze his most basic beliefs and
truths critically and truly educate
himself for the next four years.
Also, do not lose faith in Ms.
Fani's accusations and gross
generalizations. Soon she'll stop
putting phrases together like "...one
cannot challenge a liberal without
being labeled with one of the worst
liberal buzzwords. Liberals, on the
whole, are intolerant..." Her clarity
will improve and she will learn what
"intolerant" really means. Or maybe
she already has. Susan will learn,
perhaps from one of Mr. O'Malley's
articles earlier this year, that hurling
epithets and generalized insults do
not lead to greater understanding of
issues. For example, she will stop
stating that Mr. O'Malley seems to
be ashamed that the Church stands
for life and is "...against the murder
of innocent babies." Susie will also
learn that if you write referring to
someone that "...they cannot support
their positions...", you should at least
make an effort to describe the
supporting argument for your own
tired, recycled dogma.
Ms. Fani and Mr. Merati, if you
are reading, I wish to apologize
publicly for the self-righteous and
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Top Ten Signs that
the Rumored
Apocalypse Has Truly
Arrived
10. Men's soccer coach Elvis Comry
bolts out of the Fieldhouse and
starts jamming to "Hound Dog."
9. Inexplicably, Editor-in-Chief Jeff
Jablonski appears on the cover of
Worcester Magazine at the exact
same second that the leader of the
local punk squad "Red Dragons"
announces his intention to run as
Democratic Presidential candidate.
8. Hulk Hogan's new feature film,
"Suburban Commando" comes to a
theatre near you.
7. During a Sunday evening homily,
Father McGrath's face contorts and
he starts to scream "Redrum!
Redrum!"
6. Syndicated cartoonist Dan Wetzel
draws some cartoons that seem to
make some sort of sense.
5. Two Holy Cross students, after
intense Senate Judiciary Committee
interrogations, finally admit to
"going on a date."
• 4. The Lamplighter raises the price
of the two dollar sandwich lunch
'special (and the word on the streets "
is that Lamplighter 2 will follow
suit.)
3. Judge Clarence Thomas reveals
his past shameful starring role in
Bob Guccione's "Sperminator 2:
Judgment Day."
2. Unconfirmed reports of rugby
players sighted at Ballroom Dancing
lessons.
1. Someone actually laughs at the
Top Ten lists.
condescending tone of this letter. I
needed to respond to the very
sloppy reasoning or lack thereof in
your statement(s). Incidentally, I
myself am Pro-Life and was as
conservative as you when I arrived
here years ago. However, I must
ask one thing of you both. You've
made it to the best Jesuit school of
higher education in the country.
Don't waste your opportunity
because of a lack of commitment to
challenging your values, morality,
beliefs, truths, backgrounds and
selves. At the risk of preaching,
don't be sponges in the academic
ocean, be sharks.
Michael Roberts '92
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Do it for Danny
Danny lives in a neighborhood only 200 yards away from Fitton
Field. On any weekday, we walk to class bedecked in J. Crew shorts,
Gap slacks, Polo shirts carrying L.L. Bean or Eddie Bauer bookbags.
After class, we get into our cars and take a drive to McDonald's for a
quick snack or the Auburn or Greendale Malls to pick up the latest
C.D. On Friday nights, we can make a run to the "packy" and buy cases
of beer. This is our universe.
However, in the shadow of all this affluence and success,
almost next door, is Danny's world. Here, the streets are filthy. A
young girl sits on the curb wearing a coat more threadbare than the
Ragedy Ann whose hair she pig-tails. Adults sit on porches of huge
tenement-like houses and stare into space with blank expressions.
Young children play tag on their asphalted front yard amid homes with
cardboard and duct-taped windows. How ironic it is that all this exists a
few hundred feet from the residence halls of Holy Cross.
We should be thankful for what we have. More importantly,
however, we should also realize that there are individuals all around us
who can only dream of the opulence we possess at this stage of our
lives.
Jesuit institutions, Holy Cross in particular, are dedicated to
producing "students for others." Students involved with organization
such as the Mustard Seed, Abby's House, SPUD, CCM, Dismas House,
and Pernet fit this mold and should be congratulated for their
outstanding efforts in extending a hand to those who only have precious
little.
The rest of us, however, must not only praise these
organizations. All of us, as students, should engage in the same
activities if we are truly dedicated to the ideals of our Holy Cross and
religious backgrounds.
On the Hill, our days are filled with note-copying, test-taking,
and paper writing which often blinds our understanding of the reality
around us. The pressure to achieve that almighty grade sacrifices our
feeling to those like Danny right outside our gates. In a few years, we
will not recollect the grade we received on an exam or paper. We will,
however, always remember that little bit of light we gave to someone
less fortunate than us. Events like these transform our schooling into
an education.
Our present passive learning approach can be corrected by
active learning through required student Christian Service projects
which should supplement our course work here if we are to live up to
the responsibility of being "people for others." If we don't we
undermine the ideal upon which Holy Cross was founded.
These Christian Service projects should not become just one
more thing to mindlessly complete to get our degree. We should not do
it to fulfill a requirement. We should not do it because it looks good on
our resumes. We should not do it because "it's the right thing to do."
We should not do it for Holy Cross or for the Church. We must do it
for Danny.
OUTRAGE OF
THE WEEK
Easy target: Dinand Library
Overt Outrage: raising the prices
of copies from five cents to ten
cents (or 7.5 cents, with a copy card.
But that only brings up the question
of what a half-cent is.) And the
*.iauma doesn't lie in the fact that
it's a dime, but the fact that the cost
doubled! And it may make one
speculate whether some web of
conspiracy exists, with professors
pu:ting three-hundred page treatises
on reserve, and so, given the
Dinand-issued ninety minute
constraints, we are forced to use
those dime-a-dozen copy machines.
So the professors and Dinandites up
the ante and, increase their profits.
But this understanding may only
mask the...
HOLY CROSS Foapc
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Rugby challenge
(got?
To the Editor:
Upon reading the leading story,
"Rugby Under Investigation" by Chris
Serres in the October 4th edition of
the Crusader, his poor reporting and
unobjective account of the
unfortunate incident at the Tipperary
Pub became evident. Furthermore,
the fact that the Associate-Editor,
Sean Krause, in his editorial "Lord of
the Thugs" as well as the Editor-in-
Chief, Jeff Jablonski, in "Disband the
Ruggers", both attack the Rugby team
shows the bias of the editors in
general. We feel compelled to
address these two issues not just on
behalf of the HCRFC but also as
members of the Holy Cross
community.
The manner with which Chris
Serres presents both his accounts of
the Tipperary incident and the
present state of the H.C.R.F.C. reflect
an inattentive and unprofessional
style of reporting. Although, at first
glance, the article seems to have been
well researched, a closer analysis
shows that his vivid accounts are
either inaccurate or false. It is
amazing that an editor of the campus
newspaper feels he has legitimized
such an indepth account of an event
he did not witness, with such phrases
as "according to at least seven
eyewitnesses" and "witnesses claim."
It is obvious he is as unfamiliar with
the codes of journalistic ethics as the
subject he is addressing. The fact that
he repeatedly refers to the club as the
H.C.R.C. may appear trivial but is a
strong indication of his fundamental
ignorance of the H.C.R.F.C.
However, there are more blatant
Covert Outrage: Given the
meager allowance the powers-that-
be set aside for the library, Dinand
must be essentially self-sufficient.
The three new copy machines must
be paid for somehow, since the
school won't foot the bill. The
hackneyed credo "Excellence is
costly" crumbles when an academic
necessity such as a library is
overlooked and left to fend for
itself. So, while Dinand is the visible
scapegoat, perhaps the bull lies in
the hidden superstructure.
and damaging fallacies present.
first of which is there is no
house" and although there wil
windows broken at an off Wit;
house, in which rugby players
they were not present during t;
vandalism. Secondly, Serres cln°,
the owner of Tipperary Pub as sal
Gil Hundley had "booked the pa
and had promised to bring plentl
bouncers" and yet Serres did
verify this information with Hun
In reality, Hundley had tried
reserve the upstairs room but,:
denied and therefore net
"booked" the Pub nor discussed;
issue of bouncers with Terry Brea'
By stating this false inforina
Serres wrongly ties Hundley int°
event for which he was
responsible. Serres then proceeds
discuss, inaccurately, incidents _ A
which the club had been clear°
responsibility. This can onlY
interpreted as an attempt to 10
discredit the H.C.R.F.C. Rea
his questionable journalistic rue°
which result in a biased account
suggest a re-evaluation of his Nie
an editor/reporter and question,
ability to separate his personal °
from his responsibility to give
objective account of events.
The fact that the editors vi
print such an unobjective d
unsubstantiated article as the lea
story reflects their irresponsibilitY
inability to maintain the level
objective reporting which
Crusader has upheld in the past'
astonishing that a paper whiclIf
created to convey the events °',
Holy Cross community is able t"
used as a vehicle for a select f
express their own biases.
It is the job of the edit,
present the news in a factual 103'
and contain the editorials to
editorial section. This line t
crossed with what would appearu;
malicious intent by Jeff Jabj,,-
when he allowed such bias neca„:"
and inconsistencies to appear
news section. His underlying 01°4
for printing this was iti:0
exemplified upon reading his edtt
to disband the ruggers.
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tintegrity
Although Jeff is entitled to his
Opinion it is disenheartening that the
editor-in-chief of the paper is willing
to comprise reporting practices for his
own personal crusades. Jeff alone,
however should not bear all the
blame, Chris Serres, as the news
editor and author of the article,
should have been the first to realize
that this article had crossed the line
from news to sensationalism.
It is this type of sensationalism
Which the editorial itself states "Holy
Cross students have intentionally
harmed other Holy Cross students.
This sort of behavior is completely
antithetical to the mission of our
school." In printing the editorials and
articles The Crusader abused their
Power as editors in an attempt to bias
the view of the campus against the
HCRFC which can only serve to
divide the campus.
It should be made clear that the
members of the Rugby Club share the
concerns of the Holy Cross
community in regard to the Tipperary
Pub incident. The offices are working
very hard to both change the image
and the structure of the club. Under
the present system, the officers are
responsible for running the practices,
teaching new players fundamentals of
the game, organizing matches, as well
as making organizational and
monetary decisions.
The officers are also responsible
for the discipline of the second largest
team on campus. This is a unique
situation, students being directly
responsible for disciplining their-
friends and peers, and unfortunately
a very difficult one. The officers
realize this and are in the process of
finding a coach who would be present
O n a regular basis and would enforce
the rules of the athletic department
Upon the team.
It is upsetting that the
accomplishments and hard work can
be undermined and severely damaged
by the editors of The Crusader.
Kert Artzilotti '92
William Kelly '92
With the members of the Holy Cross
Rugby Football Club
ON THE BRINK I Mark R. Dursin
Those Holl
A few thoughts on the
entertainment business, while still
wondering exactly what a Key Grip
is and what he/she grips:
Why do some movies ever get
made? I'm talking about the FX
2's, the Mannequin 2's, the Old
Gringoes, the American Anthems,
the Blind Dates, the Ford Fairlanes.
After all, someone, at some stage
during the filming must have
realized that these scripts and
concepts were abysmal. Someone--I
don't care who, maybe that guy who
claps down that black board thing--
but someone should have said
something like, "Look, let's stop
right here. We're wasting
everyone's time, money, an
material. We're only going to heap
immeasurable shame upon ourselves
and our loved ones by associating
ourselves with this trash. How
about everyone just goes home, and
that'll be that?" Moreover, if they
can make the two-minute trailer for
a movie chock full of such
excitement and zaniness, why can't
they just make the whole movie like
that?
While the notion of why some
movies get made is immediately
perplexing, a similarly pressing
question remains: just what is the
name of that dealer who supplies
the crack to some of these casting
directors? And can we have his
name, so we too can understand the
hyper-cerebral brilliance of their
choices? Think about it: Michael
"Mr. Mom/Clean and Sober" Keaton
as Batman? What was that all
about, really? David Bowie as
Pontius Pilate in "The Last
Temptation of Christ?" (I do admit,
however, that Bowie did a
commendable job, until he started
belting out, "This is Ground Control
to Jesus Christ..."). And while on
ood blights
the subject of casting, upon
repeated analysis, I have concluded
that the dead father in "Field of
Dreams" and the dead father in
"Flatliners" are played by the same
actor. Talk about being type-cast...
I've always been perversely
fascinated by audience response to
movies that are obviously unrealistic.
There seems to be some human
proclivity to take offense at
relatively small inaccuracies in a
film, while unconditionally accepting
its blatantly fictional premise. For
example, I remember thinking, "Oh,
yeah, like the kid really has to keep
on peddling after E.T. levitates the
bike." Or musing, while watching
from a guy made out of liquid
metal. For some reason, these are
the things which are easiest for me
to grasp.
Finally, a favorite pastime of
every moviegoer is noticing blatant
yet unintentional errors. One
example of an editing mishap occurs
in "Dying Young," which shows the
exact same scene, Julia Roberts
taking her napkin out from under
her fork and putting it on her lap,
twice in the span of thirty seconds.
In "Presumed Innocent," the
lingering camera focuses on a tape
recorder that has been shoved into
Harrison Ford's face--and there's no
tape inside! (That reporter is going
"I have concluded that the dead father in 'Field of Dreams'
and the dead father in ` Flatliners' are played by the same
actor."
"Ghost": "As if Patrick Swayze
would really waste all that time with
that penny before telling Demi
Moore she's in danger." Or
becoming flustered that Shoeless
Joe Jackson was really left-handed,
not right-handed, as depicted in
"Field of Dreams." Or, in
"Terminator 2," getting all bent out
of shape about the fact that, by
altering the future, Arnold is also
altering the future that created him,
so he shouldn't even exist anymore.
And so it goes.
Of course, I will immediately
accept the validity of an Einstein-
eyed alien botanist who's a
connoisseur of Reese's Pieces; or
ghosts who can pick up baseball
bats or walk on floors but who slide
through walls; or that a gargantuan
Austrian cyborg has come back in
time to save an Axl Rose wanna-be
ANGRY YOUNG MAN I Dan McLaughlin
ero today, gone tomorrow
to be bummed.) People enjoy
pointing out that in "Die Hard 2",
Bruce is talking to his wife on a
Pacific Bell payphone while he's in
Washington D.C. But most people
have failed to notice that, at the end
of "Star Wars," after Luke brought
death to the Death Star, Princess
Leia runs over to him screaming
"Luker, and he answers with an
excited shrill--"Carrier (As in Carrie
Fisher. So who's the Jedi here,
pal?)
Basically, for $6.50 a pop, we
shouldn't have to suffer through
these kinds of inanities. We don't
go to movies to see foolish
characters wade through a ridiculous
world littered with overlooked
errors, while our time and money is
visibly sinking away before our eyes
on the screen. After all, we see
enough of that in reality.
I was watching the Texas
Rangers on ESPN one night this
summer when I began to wonder:
why does everyone get so excited
about Nolan Ryan? This is, after
all, a man whose contribution to
society is the physical ability to
throw a baseball 97 mph. One
would think the way the man is
treated that he had found a cure for
cancer. Yet the reaction that
surrounds Ryan tells us more about
ourselves than about him.
What Nolan Ryan represents to
a lot of sports fans and an
increasingly large number of merely
casual observers is one of the last
remaining larger-than-life figures
with no real enemies or
embarrassing skeletons in his closet.
In short, a hero.
Heroes are hard to come by
these days. Public figures are
continually besmirched by
allegations and investigations, by
their pasts and the grudges of
people they've offended.
Particularly in sports our heroes
tend to drag themselves off their
pedestals by running into trouble in
their private lives. Even our long-
dead historical heroes are not safe;
we are told that Lincoln was a
racist, Jefferson a hypocrite,
Washington a slaveholder, and
Columbus a genocidal maniac. This
doesn't even begin to describe the
character assassinations practiced on
the recently deceased, from John
Wayne to John Lennon to Martin
Luther King.
Even the very notion of heroism
is under constant assault. We are
told that it is too much to ask of
public figures to be heroic. We're
told that heroism was always an
illusion, that our heroes were too
predominantly white male and
European to be taken seriously, that
the whole ideal of heroism is the
product of a male-dominated
society.
But what, I ask, is wrong with
being a hero, or wanting to be one?
What's so horrible about men (and
women) striving to do more than
just survive, to make a difference in
this world, to be heroes? Why do
we have to accept being told that we
are prisoners of our places and
times, that there's nothing we can
do to overcome who the world
around us has told us to be? I
know our heroes weren't perfect,
but even if there wasn't a time when
true heroes walked this earth, there
was at least once a time when
people believed that they did, that
man whose words and deeds went
beyond the commonplace and the
expected standards walked among
us and called us to follow. Is there
something wrong with trying to live
up to those standards? The only
way to find out if we can is to try.
Our standards, it is safe to say,
have fallen considerably. Our
heroes have become so tarnished
that we are amazed that anyone
being smeared. That, really, is why
the baseball press has made
Nolan Ryan into one of those rare
heroes - a man who can do things
nobody else can do, but also a man
who has been able to lead a normal
life, with a stable family, and retain
some sort of dignity and reserve in
the neverending circus of the
American media. We try so hard to
destroy our heroes that we are
stunned by anyone who is able to
survive the onslaught.
Perhaps, like the dodo bird, the
hero is doomed to extinction.
Perhaps, as some would like us to
believe, heroes are more like the
unicorn; they never really roamed
this earth at all. The only way to
find out if the hero is dead is to try
to follow in his (or her) footsteps.
Maybe we can't retrace that path,
but we will all be much the poorer
if nobody wants to try.
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ANNOUNCING
THE HOLY CROSS MARCHING BAND'S
CASH RAFFLE
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Tickets $1.00
25% of total proceeds
10% of total proceeds
5% of total proceeds
See Any Band Member or our
Table in Kimball for Details
Drawing to be held on Thursday, October 26, 1991
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Puppet performers cast shadows on campus
By BARB PARYS
FEATURES STAFF
A single flame fueled by coconut
oil shone through a canvas screen
this past Tuesday night and majestic
music echoed through two bronze
metallophones filling the air with
rich and lavish sound. The ancient
Balinese Shadow Play was taking
form.
Rawhide puppets cast great
shadows on the canvas, devilishly
changing in size as the flame
flickered behind them, conveying a
sense of hugeness that was, at times,
frightening. The melody in turn
related these sudden changes in
mood and dialogue. This particular
play portrayed human nature,
including greed and jealousy: a
calculated warlord hopes .to obtain a
celestial beauty through his
profound greatness.
This Indian Shadow Play, or
Wayang Kulit, was performed for
about 100 HC students and some
Worcester residents, much to their
joy and amazement. A dalang, or
Shadowmaster, conducted more
than twenty puppets to produce
intensity and action among the
characters.
The rawhide puppets are semi-
transparent. They are the product
of skilled workmanship as shown
through their ornate decoration.
The Dalang and two musicians
dressed in selective Indian garb.
With great talent and ability, the
trio was able to recreate and convey
old stories from the Mahabarate.
A sense of eeriness pervaded the
play, captivating the audience and
drawing them to the edge of their
seats. The players allowed the
audience to walk behind the canvas
to see just what it was that had
enthralled them all evening.
This particular Shadow Company
has performed up to 30 different
plays. The group chooses a few
plays to perform each season.
Enticing as they are, these plays
bring with them a sample of Indian
culture... undoubtedly a must for any
seeker of culture and exotic things.
Art by The Lidrer
A play with a Happe ending Looking on the brighter
side of death...By DEIRDRE MAHER
FEATURES EDITOR
By Hercules! Ken Happe and his
Classical Theater Seminar have
done it again, presenting Plautus'
The Merchant of Athens for all the
happy, hungry fans of Greek comedy
this past week. Funny and
suspenseful, the players showed just
the right amount of sass and even
enough muscle tone to keep the
audience elated in the bowels of
Clark dormitory.
The merchant, Charinus, played
by Charles Stango, is a sort of
classical "yuppie" -- young and
eager with money to burn. He sees
what he likes and decides to get
Pasicompsa, a beautiful, young fancy
from Rhodes, portrayed by Nicole
Pouliot. Unfortunately, it seems
that Charinus gets his peppy
eagerness from his father, Demipho,
an old lover of women played with
just the right amount of foolish
senility by Tom Duggan. Demipho
sees what he likes and decides to
get Pasicompsa for himself... and
then the fun begins.
An amusing comedy of errors
and exchange of wits, or lack
thereof, begins with the beautiful
Pasicompsa in the center of it all.
Outwitting the wives while trying to
keep Pasicomsa undercover,
Demipho and his neighbor,
Lysimachus (Paul Muccigrosso) run
amuck and finally run into trouble
with Lysimachus' wife, played by
Nichelle King to jealous-wife
perfection.
Meanwhile, Charinus is having a
doozy of a time trying to convince
old Dad that Pasicomsa is a servant
for Mom. Dumbfounded by her
disappearance, a very humorous,
and very quick, trip to neighboring
lands begins in search for his love.
The show was a breath of fresh
air on this stale campus. The
enjoyable acting was only outdone
by the clever dialogue... so ancient
and still so right. "Make love...
while you can," professes a rascally
old man who is seen with, "Yes, a
brazen hussy!" Oh, the little scamp.
Yardise Jones, as the pushy caterer,
adds enough zeal to that role to
cook up more than a few guffaws
from the audience.
Stay tuned for more great things
from Happe and his entourage,
including their rendition of Ben
Jonson's Every Man In His Humor...
it should be most enjoyable.
""""4111111Pw'r-
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Brother John, that sassy but mellow band, has wowed and titillated
crowds all year.
By MAUREEN HAUGH
FEATURES STAFF
I think I could accurately be
called an optimist. In high school, I
had this pseudo-intellectual friend
who only wore pants that were at
least four sizes too big for him and
he decided this quality made me
shallow, but I maintain it just saves
me a lot of money on anti-
depressants.
Anyway, those who know me
know, and those who don't can trust
me when I say, that I don't get
down too easily. The other day, for
a little while, I was really sad.
You see, I had sort of
befriended this collie who, suddenly,
last Sunday, looked really sick. He
lives in a house off-campus that I
run by every week. Whoever owns
him keeps him outside almost all
the time and he (I don't know his
name, but he once revealed his
maleness to me) usually gets up and
wags his tail and does happy doggy
stuff when I see him. For all I
know he acts this way for every
Tom, Dick and Harty who walks by,
but I always liked to think of him as
my surrogate dog while I'm away
from home.
Which is why I was worried when
I saw him lying down on this
beautiful Sunday afternoon.
walked up to him and scratched his
back and he still just lay there. His
eyes were more glazed over than
usual, and his tail remained
immobile.
If he were a human male, I
would have assumed I had done
something to offend him, but being
a dog, I decided he must be sick.
Then it occured to me that I
know absolutely nothing about him
and he could be more than just sick.
He could be dying.
And once again I was reminded
(it's something I try to forget) that
one day, I, too, will be dust.
No matter if it's a sun4 Sunday
afternoon or a dreary Monday
morning-the thought of coming to
an end is never too pleasant.
But being myself, I tried to find
a way to look at dying in a way that
wouldn't depress me. (Yeah,
DEATH is kind of a large topic to
try to tackle in one article in one
newspaper, but bear with me. I'm
no philosopher.)
"Yeah, DEATH is kind
of a large topic to
try to tackle in one
article in one
newspaper, but bear
with me. I'm no
philosopher."
It seems to me that because my
life does not have an eternal lease, I
can't afford to waste time getting
upset about the dumb stuff. Yes,
it's hard advice to remember when
someone cuts in front of me in line
at a keg or doesn't pay me back the
five dollars they owe me or spills
chocolate milk on my new shirt.
But I try.
Think about it. We all only have
so much energy to expend, so why
waste it on being angry? I mean, I
still get annoyed when people crack
their knuckles, but something like
that is worth the energy. No, I
really do try to save my getting
angry energy for big things. That
way I have more energy to find new
peanut-butter combinations and
decide which of Crayola's 64 colors
is my favorite-important stuff.
I haven't seen the collie recently.
It's been a busy week and I've just
been running at the track. I know,
though, that even if he dies, I'll
remain an optimist.
•
p.
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Personals...
.-ley, Gang, have a great Columbus
Day Weekend!
Noon, Nev&Russ-sharpen your
skates, girls!
Canoli,EJF&Griff-Take it EZ in DC!
Stink-There seems to be a Quirk in
your personality lately!
• Chooch-Exercise that spirit, buddy!
Gibbs-what are you doing, anyway?
Egan-Don't get your boxers in a
bunch, Brother!
R.A.R.
W0000h! Class of '90!
F.T m
Hey Gray-Yes I mean you-these
past months together have been
wonderful. If I didn't have other
"interests," I'd ask you out!
Love,
Your Devoted "Suite"head
Candycane and Cir) amon Buns,
For the time of your life come to the
226 jungle.
-Tarzan and the Jungle Studs
Mates,amicic,and all those who
partook in the travelling keg-
Thanks for the festivities. It was
a worth the wait!
-The Baby
Temptress:
I'll wait forever
"Luke" is a beautiful thing.
#4
HEY UHUNKSISTAHS-
We must initiate our new members
soon. Emie's anyone?
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By Dan Wetzel
Gretchen,
In the process of dividing Gaul in
three like my boy Ceasar. Burned
my rowboat forever and completely.
Zeus
Cana-
I was just kidding. Just make me
happy.
-Jen
Tom,
Where has all time gone? A whole
year together... and only a few
scratches! Thanx for the best year
I've ever spent hon...I'd do it all over
again without a doubt!(except
perhaps the cinammon apple
sauce)...
All my love
And then some,
Beth
Nick's Deli
COLUMBUS DAY
SPECIAL
$1.00 OFF
Any Purchase
of $3.50 or
more w/coupon
Expires 10/14/91
793-8966
TUESDAY BUY ONE
HOT DAILY SPECIAL
GET NEXT ONE
1/2 PRICE
w/coupon
Expase 10/15/91
*WEDNESDAY*
HOLY CROSS DAY
AT NICK'S
ZIT!
and meatballs
ONLY
$2.89
ExPral• 10/16/9i
THURSDAY
$1.00 off any
large sandwich
w/coupon
ExPribs 10/17/91
FRIDAY
FISH + CHIPS
$,50 off
wicoupon
EAPri. 10r11_/61
SATURDAY
Buy any large
sandwich - Get
small Nick's
Special
FREE!
ExPres 10/19/9t
Sunday. FREE Hot chocolate
with any sandwich purchase
HAYRIDES'
AND THE HAUNTED BARN MUSEUM
"AMERICA'S HORROR THEME PARK"
• SPOOKY HAYRIDE through acres of haunted terrain
• SPECIAL FX - Horror Artifacts - Celebrity Guests
• SCARY ATTRACTIONS fYom Hollywood
Horror Movies
• Complimentary Witches Brew Cider &
Deadly Donuts
FROM 6 P.M. EVERY NIGHT IN OCTOBER
Group Rates • MCI Visa
Mins. from Worcester & Boston - Exit 25/Rt. 290
BERLIN FUN FARM (508) 838-0200100 River Ravi. Deft. MA 01503
24 HR.
HOTLINE
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LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) This week, you feel a lot like the third
girl in Wilson-Phillips -- sort of fat and dressed in a sack. When
considering that vasectomy, remember: a stitch in time saves nine.
You are amazed by a friend's ability to tweeze his eyebrows with his
toes. A Cancer who used to really enjoy yoga assumes a better
position.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) The change in colors this autumn
brings much needed happiness to your life, but you are slightly
embarrassed by the falling leaves. You are able to sit back and
relax for a well-deserved episode of "Star Trek: The Next
Generation" after a harrowing week. Your mother's decision to
grow a beard shocks you, but delights your father. Do something
exciting this week -- try taking a shower in the nude.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.21) Rays of sunshine hit you in all
the right places this week. You meet your wealthy friends', the
Batings, son this week. He insists on being called "Master Bating,"
and he turns out to be nothing more than a little jerk. Since Mr.
Clean can do so many jobs so well, you wonder if he is available
this weekend. A Taurus finds a rhyme for clitoris.
CAPRICORN (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) The glitter of the evening stars
soon lets you know you have nothing to dread. You decide to take
Sally Struthers' advice because you admire her for her fine acting
and, afterall, it is only the price of a cup of coffee. You are
surprised by the jump in the stock of link sausages in the Japanese
market A Gemini begins to make a point, but suddenly, the pencil
sharpener breaks.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) The breeze running through your
nose hair gives you a reason to live again. You decide against the
water bed because it does not have a natural spring. A cigarette
smoker gets upset when her matches go on strike. You decide to
send your belly button to the naval academy. A Capricorn, who
really didn't know what to expect, sends the product back to Sensual
Aides, Inc. for credit.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) You are surprised by the lack of
attention you are getting this week. A date with a urine analyst
turns out to be a waste. Your parents wonder what you did with
your hair, but are relieved when it suddenly shows up on your back.
Sure it costs a little more, but there's less risk involved, and heck,
you're worth it! A necrophyliac goes to the graveyard to see if he
can dig up a good time.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Upset by the recent reactions you've
been getting, you decide to cut back on your beer and beans intake.
While laughing at a classmate, your tiny bladder lets you down.
Your friend, the lumberjack, gets the axe. You enjoy the Leo foi
the spice he adds to your life.., so much paprika; so little thyme.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Don't worry, your jacket's not on fire --
it's just a blazer. Two peanuts were walking down the street-- one
was a salted. An affair with a rock climber brings you to a peak
and keeps you on the edge. You really do enjoy the way she licks
those OREO's. An Aries trades her menstrual cycle in for a Harley
Davidson.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) While admiring the finely sculptured
curves on "The Beaven Nudes," you wonder if you could hold that
position. Have you considered planting anything in those large
pock-marks on your face? That good-night kiss was a nice touch,
but don't you think she'd prefer cash? A Libra who used to like
Smurf Berry Crunch Cereal now prefers blondes.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Hey Killer, you're just pushing all the right
buttons this week... and don't think the girls haven't noticed. You
remember, you did once know a little German... his name was Fritz
and he was swallowed by some beer-swilling, polka-chanting,
fraulein who inhaled during a passionate kiss. Trying to catch the
biggest, wide-Mouthed bass there is, a Virgo reaches for his master
bait.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Feeling charitable this week, you decide
to contribute to the new group DAM -- Mothers Against Dyslexia.
A Cancer stays up all night cleaning her feet just so she can make
you a nice, warm bowl of Cream of Corn Soup.
Hubbub on the Hill
-1 —ANNIE LONG
FEATURES EDITOR
1.PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL- That
meal must have been incredible. I
was in heaven just with the leftovers
that they served us eager beavers
who were at brunch early that
morning: actual fresh fruit that
wasn't dripping in syrup and coated
in coconut. What a concept.
2.WHERE IS THE HANDRAIL
FROM HOGAN?-Every time I walk
up the stairs from the PO's, I reach
for it and it's not there. I'm just
wondering where it is. Who has it?
What are they doing with it? And
why did they want it? Will we ever
get a new one? The suspense.
3.COLUMBUS DAY WEEKEND-I
decided that I love Christopher
Columbus. Actually, let me qualify
that, I just love him for the two
days that we get off in his honor.
But why is it that we always have
this break right before Parent's
Weekend? It's great to see your
parents and stuff over Columbus
Day. But then Parent's Weekned
rolls around and there they are
again.
4.THE DAILY NEWS-I think that
The Daily News is O.K., but they
need to jazz it up a little. They
should put in personal tid-bits of
info or gossip or something.
"Blazer lost at BDB" is about as
exciting as it gets. Wouldn't it be
more fun to know who the guy was
with when he was taking his blazer
off? Now if they had that kind of
stuff in there, I would actually read
the Daily News and it wouldn't just
end up crumpled up in the bottom
of my bookbag.
5.THE STAIRS AT THE
DUPLEX-If you've been there, you
know what I mean, if you haven't,
this is a warning to you. The stairs
going down to the basement are
wicked slippery and I've seen at
least six people go flying down the
stairs. It's embarrassing enough to
fall, but then the whole party is
standing there watching you. Some
serious public humiliation. I haven't
fallen yet, but I'm waiting. I know it
will be at a really huge party an,
COLUMBUS
DISCOVERY SALE
25% OFF*
AT
BEN FRANKLIN'S
ANNEX
80 FRANKLIN ST
754-3322
(opposite the Worcester
Common)
*Used Books * Out of
Print * Rare Books
0.P. Search Service
YOU CAN DISCOVER
US, TOO!
Sale Ends Oct 19
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you'll probably be there laughing at
me. At least I can say that I called
it. I think that the guys who live
there should carpet the stairs or
something, it would definetly be
considered an act of community
service.
6.COMFY CHAIRS AT THE
LIBRARY-Let me get one thing
straight. The majority of people
that go to the library go to READ.
So why are they getting rid of more
and more of the comfy chairs in the
library and putting in desks? At this
point, I get very psyched if I get
there early enough to acquire a
comfy chair, and then I get very
selfish once I do get one.(Yes, I'm
one of those obnoxious people who
leave their books there all day.)
We need more comfy chairs.
7.HC VS. DARTMOUTH-I'm going
up for the game and I'm psyched.
Football there is not a big deal, so
once again we'll have to go up and
show those country bumpkins how
it's done.
8.ICE ICE BABY-The ice is finally
down at Hart. Yipee! It's such a
rush to get on the ice for the first
time after a skate-less summer. I
can't wait for hockey season now.
Did you know that blood bounces
on ice?
9.CLARENCE THOMAS-I think
that it is one of the coolest things in
the world that a Holy Cross
graduate was nominated to the
Supreme Court, but I'm not so sure
about him anymore. My Mom
always told me to watch out for
those HC boys, because underneath
that clean cut image, something else
might lurk. Maybe she was right?
10.DOOR HANDLES-Just one last
thing and then I'll shut up and go
on vacation. Why don't they have
normal doorknobs on the doors
going into the dorms? They just
have those dinky little pieces of
metal. They're pretty weak. How
hard could it be to put a regular
handle on? I'll leave you with that
challenging question to ponder over
your break. Bye Bye!
PRESENT THIS COUPON
oo OFF
OUR ALREADY
• LOW SALE
PRICE
CHOOSE FROM ANY
FOOTWEAR IN STOCK
REG. $49.95
WITH COUPON
$34.90
SICKY SUEDE
• MOSS
• BLACK
VI0 _AL)
COLLEGE I.D. IS REQUIRED
FREE LAYAWAY :
MIN. $5.00 DOWN :1
UPTO 2 YEARS TO PAY  j
Shoes
WORCESTER CENTER MALL
EXPII1ES 11/10411
•
•
-•
•
'A few exceptions
•
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The 'Saders educate
Haahvahd, 28-13
Fuller's 166 rushing yards keeps
him number one in Division 1-AA
By DAVE MAHAFFEY
SPORTS STAFF
The longest winning
streak in Division I and I-AA
college football continued to
grow last week as the
Crusaders downed their 20th
consecutive Ivy League
, opponent. It was Harvard's
turn to feel the onslaught of
a Holy Cross team that is
approaching mid-season in
stride. The Crusaders came
away from Harvard Stadium
last weekend with a 28-13
decision over the Crimson,
tying a school record of 13
straight wins (from 1988-89).
Unlike the previous
weekend's feeble opponent,
• the 0-4 UPenn Quakers,
Harvard was not about to lay
down and whimper. The
Crimson had come off a
close game against Army,
losing in the final minute of
play. An upset of Holy
Cross would have been just
the thing to give them an
emotional lift.
Harvard drew first
blood on an 11 yard pass
ir from QB Mike Giardi to
halfback Rob Hirsch, and led
7 9 in the first quarter. Holy
Cross could not reach the
endzone in the opening
quarter, but finally broke
through in the second.
Crusader FS Matt
Morgan picked off a Giardi
pass at the Harvard 18 to set
up the Holy Cross offense.
Two plays later, Tom Ciaccio
• hit Fred Givens for an 11
yard TD. Pignio's kick tied
the score at 7 and neither
team scored during the
remainder of the first half.
With 7:24 left in the
first half, Giardi went out
with a separated shoulder
and did not return to the
game. Harvard looked to
Joel Lamb to take over the
offense, but the junior QB
•
could not do much with the
Crimson offense. David
Morgan replaced Lamb but
he could not ignite the
Crimson either.
In their first three
games, Holy Cross took
control of the second half.
Last Saturday's contest was
no exception. CB Sean
Halley partially blocked a
• Harvard punt in the third
quarter. The ball travelled career TD. Jerome Fuller
only 17 yards, giving the had 4 catches for 44 yards,
Crusader offense good field followed by Fred Givens (3
position. Four plays later, for 41 yards, 1 TD) and Ron
Ciaccio connected with TE Hooey (3 for 40 yards, 1
Ron Hooey for a 24 yard TD).
score, giving HC a 14-7 lead. -Fuller gained 235 all-
But the second half purpose yards--168 yards
belonged to Jerome Fuller. rushing, 44 yards receiving,
The senior S-back gained and 23 yards on punt
125 yards in the final two returns. He leads Division I-
quarters, including the third AA in rushing (166.5 ypg), is
Crusader TD of the day on second in all-purpose
an 18 yard romp. Fuller yardage (201.25) and is
went by people, through fourth in scoring (12 ppg.)
people, and carried a few He has already rushed for
people with him as he made 666 yards in 4 games,
his way into the endzone to averaging 6.2 ypc. For his
give the purple and white a efforts against Harvard,
21-7 lead. Fuller was named Patriot
Tom Ciaccio received stellar protection from his o-line.
Harvard cut the
Crusader lead to 21-13 after
backup FB Matt Johnson
scored on an 8 yard run.
But .Holy Cross would not
listen to any Harvard back
talk as Ciaccio found WR
Joe Gallagher for an 11 yard
TD strike and a 28-13 lead.
CROSS NOTES:
-Ciaccio finished the day
23-35 for 265 yards and 3
TD's, getting terrific
protection against the
Harvard defensive front,
(Center Pat Gibson
continues to make key
blocks, allowing Ciaccio to
unload).
-Gallagher let the HC
receivers with 4 receptions
for 46 yards and his first
League Co-Offensive Player
of the Week with Lehigh QB
Glen Kempa.
-On defense, DT Cory
Vincent had a stellar day,
making 11 tackles (3 for
losses), a blocked field goal,
caused a fumble, recorded a
sack and broke-up a pass.
Vincent was named ECAC
Co-Defensive Player of the
Week.
-Matt Morgan had a
career-high 14 tackles, 1
interception, and broke-up 3
passes. LB Marcus
Duckworth made 12 tackles,
and LB Ron Milanette
added 17 stops. DE
Therman McDaniel was also
impressive, recording 6
tackles, a sack for -8 yards,
(Continued on Page 15)
Save rugby
from itself
By KURT SANGER
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
The worst thing Holy Cross could do now, in light
of the recent situation, is dissolve the Rugby Club.
To understand the Holy Cross Rugby Football
Club the school must understand this: there are two
components of rugby that are quite different but equally
important... "Rugby on the field, and rugby off the field,"
as last year's club president once described it.
Rugby On the Field has a lot to do with
comraderie. It has a lot to do with spirit. It has a lot to
do with pure athleticism and fun.
The respect a rugby player has for his opponent is
not matched in any other sport. Even the fiercest on
the field rivalries end in mutual admiration. Opponents
who fight on the field never hold grudges off the field,
and often they find themselves talking together and even
laughing about their grudges after the game.
The friends one makes on the field he keeps
forever. The shared experience of competition, as in
any sport, is not comparable in its bonding power to any
other activity. Perhaps it is even stronger in rugby,
because of its fierceness. One need only look at the vast
numbers of graduates that show up each year for the
Alumni Game for proof of rugby's bond.
Then there is Rugby Off the Field. Rugby Off
the Field is the rugby Holy Cross is worried about. It
has a lot to do with drinking. It has a lot to do with
partying, and unfortunately, the fierceness with which
Rugby On the Field is played sometimes spills over into
the Rugby Off the Field activities.
Because of the off the field incidents in the past
month and a half, many students, administrators, and
The Crusader itself have called for the disbanding of the
club. Nothing could be worse.
The only result of dissolving the HCRFC would
be to end Rugby On the Field. Rugby Off the Field
would continue. The players would still go out together.
They would still live together. The infamy of the
disbanded club would surround the individuals involved
with it. And you can bet that a lot of the players would
take the fierceness they used to put into Rugby On the
Field and put it into Rugby Off the Field.
Holy Cross is now seeking a solution to the rugby
dilemma. It is important that the powers that be
(Markey, the Student Review Board et al....) take
advantage of this situation to legitimize in front of the
Holy Cross community a sport that is perfectly
legitimate. The problem they face is how to insure that
the spirit of Rugby Off the Field remains consistent with
the virtues of Rugby On the Field.
To do this, the school should make the HCRFC a
varsity team. While rugby is not considered a varsity
sport it can be made one at Holy Cross by the Athletic
Department. The purpose for doing this would be to
make the officers and captains directly responsible to the
school for their actions on the field and off the field,
and so that the financial decisions of the team could be
made by administrators rather than students.
Under this new recognition the school could also
hire a coach for the team. The coach would be even
more responsible to the school as an employee of Holy
Cross. If a player was fighting on the field, the coach
could bench him. If the administration had a grievance
with the team, they could go to the coach instead of the
club officers. And if a player happened to break a
bottle over a student's head at a local pub, the coach
could kick him off the team.
Varsity status would not be a reward to the rugby
club by any standard. There would be no reason for the
HCRFC to want a coach. They already make their own
(Continued on Page 15)
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Are you ready H.C. rolls to 4-0
for Madness?
Courtesy of sports
information office
• The NCAA manual says
that collegiate basketball
teams can begin practice on
Oct. 15. And for the second
straight year, the Holy Cross
basketball teams will open
practice at midnights, as they
begin preparations for the
1991-92 season.
Holy Cross' second
"Midnight Madness" is
scheduled for the night of
Tuesday, Oct. 15, and will
involve a lot more than just
the teams practicing. The
doors to the Hart Recreation
Center will open for students
at 10:45 p.m. Free food and
beverages will be provided in
the lobby area.
The contests will
commence at 11 p.m. with
three-point field goal
shooting for men and
women, with prizes awarded
to the top three -finishers. At
11:20 p.m., there will be a
slam dunk contest, with the
top three finishers receiving
prizes.
„ The first 20 people to
sign-up when the doors open
can participate in the
contests. People are
permitted to participate in
only one contest.
The Crusader Pep Band
and cheerleaders will
perform from 11:35-11:50
p.m. The winners of the
contests will be announced at
11:50 p.m. and several other
door prizes, supplied by
Reebok and Nike, also will
be awarded. At 11:55 p.m.,
the men's and women's
basketball teams will be
introduced.
Then at midnight, the fun
continues as the Crusader
basketball teams hit the floor
for a display of dunks and
drills. Coaches George
Blaney and Bill Gibbons
Last year, the Lady
Crusaders were unbeaten in
league play and advanced to
the second round of the
NCAA Tournament. The
men's squad was second in
the league tournament,
falling to Fordham in
overtime on a last-second
shot. Both practices will
conclude by 1 a.m.
return veteran men's and
women's squads, respectively,
for HC's second season in
the Patriot League.
(Continued from page 14)
and a fumble recovery.
-Unfortunately,
Crusaders have lost
Darin Cromwell for
season. The senior
the
TB
the
co-
captain underwent surgery
on Oct. 1st to repair
ruptured ligaments in his
right ankle. Cromwell
sustained the injury while
being tackled on a punt
return during the BU game
on Sept. 21. At the time of
the injury he led the team in
receiving, punt and kickoff
returns.
-In this week's I-AA
polls, Holy Cross is ranked
5th by the NCAA and 6th by
the Sports Network Polls.
The Crusaders hold the
nation's second longest win
streak (13 straight), behind
the Gators of Allegheny
College. The Gators are the
Division III defending
national champions and have
Rugby
(Continued from page 14)
plays and run their own practices, so Rugby On the
Field would not be so much affected. Pretty much it
would be the equivalent of U.N. helicopters flying into
Iraq to inspect nuclear weapons factories. However, the
dub must accept this move if they want to survive. Even
though they are not always the cause of the problems,
officers past and present have not taken enough
responsibility for Rugby Off the Field to be trusted to
run the club. They must now take the penalty of being
responsible to a coach to save them from themselves.
There are good people on the club. People have
worked hard to make rugby one of the winningest sports
on this campus. They deseve to have Rugby On the
Field, they should not be penalized for the incidents of
Rugby Off the Field. The only way to do this would be
to make the HCRFC the HCRFT.
18 consecutive wins.
-Tomorrow the
Crusaders travel to Hanover,
NH to meet the Big Green
of Dartmouth on Memorial
Field. The Big Green is 2-1,
having lost only to Lehigh,
30-28. Last season,
Dartmouth was 7-2-1 and
tied for the Ivy League
Championship.
-After next week, the
Crusaders will play all
Patriot League games. As
of this week, Lehigh is 1-0,
Bucknell is 1-0, and
Fordham is 0-2. Everyone
else is 0-0.
-Jeff Meader is the
fourth-ranked punter in
Division 1-AA at 44.1 yards
a kick.
-When the Crusaders
and the Big Green clashed
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last year, Holy Cross
overcame a 10-7 halftime
deficit to win 21-10.
-The game begins at
1:30 p.m. and can be heard
on WVEI Radio (1440 AM)
and on WCHC (88.1 FM).
The Crusader referred to
receiver Joey Riley as Joey
Gallagher in last week's
paper. We regret the error.
Time machine
(Continued from Page 16)
develop a permanent case of laryngitis. Dick Button
would fall head-first while doing a triple axle and never
broadcast skating again ("Oh!!! She just skated the best
performance of her little life!!!").
John Thompson wouldn't have coached the '88
Olympic basketball team. Don Zimmer and Jimmy
Rogers would have stayed assistants all their lives, and
Joe Morgan would be the Red Sox manager forever.
My Mom would be able to understand scoring in
tennis. Every year during Wimbledon, she can't
understand why it goes from 15 to 30 to 40. "Break
points" and "deuce" give her a dazed, confused look -
the same look she gets when she tries to operate the
VCR. And my Dad wouldn't fall asleep at 10:00 every
night so he could actually see fourth quarters and ninth
innings.
And I would have saved all of my baseball cards,
instead of just most of them.
Besides that, I wouldn't change a thing.
CLIP THIS
BEFORE ANOTHER
STUDENT SEES IT.
It's nothing personal against your classmates. It's just that Ronkin
gives students the skills, practice, caring and support needed to gain an
edge in the competition for graduate school admission. Sure, you want
your classmates to get in. But don't you want T H E
the Ronkin advantage for yourself?
Call Ronkin today.
LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT
ON
EDUCATIONAL GROUP
WORCESTER • 508-752-7400
1.
4t.
40
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Respect in the shadows
By BING WALDERT
SPORTS STAFF
Offensive linemen are
probably the most under-
appreciated members of a
football team. This is doubly
true for the center on the
offensive line. He touches
the ball on every play and
yet still goes unnoticed
unless he makes a mistake.
This is true of Holy
Cross' Senior Center Pat
Gibson. While the headlines
are grabbed by players such
as Tom Ciaccio and Jerome
Fuller, Gibson toils in
relative obscurity and keeps
on doing his job.
Bing's world
Gibson's efforts have
4 not gone completely
unnoticed, though. He was
selected as Holy Cross'
player of the week last year
against Army and was a
Second Team All-Patriot
League Center last year. His
efforts are also recognized by
the coaches as well.
Offensive Line Coach Dan
Dorazio was quick to praise
Gibson for his efforts, "He's
an outstanding blocker,
probably our most consistent
performer on the offensive
line."
All Holy Cross linemen
4
are judged on a one hundred
point scale for each game,
based on the number of
good plays the offense has,
gaining extra points for
getting two blocks on one
play, pancake blocks (where
the lineman knocks a
defensive player over), and
perfect blocks, and losing
points for Quarterback-
Center fumbles, mental
errors, and lack of effort.
Coach Dorazio
commented that he likes to
see each lineman be graded
at over 90%. Against
UPenn, Gibson received a
grade of 98%, against
Harvard, a grade of 102%,
both extraordinary efforts.
Pat has been the
Crusaders' most consistent
lineman this year. Gibson
has also worked hard since
his arrival at Holy Cross. He
described himself as a "thin,
skinny kid" when he was a
first year student, ultimately
gaining 16 pounds since then
and gaining a ton of
strength.
The lack of recognition
does not bother him because
Gibson is a true team player.
When asked about his goals
for the year, he did not talk
about his personal goals as
much as the fact that he
would like to go undefeated
and win the Patriot League
and the Lambert Cup. He
also complimented his
teammates, especially fellow
Senior Offensive Linemen
such as Bill Getzinger, Rick
Stahl, and Karl Schultz.
Gibson commented,
"Football would be a drag 6
days a week...Those guys
make it more enjoyable.
Gibson also
commented on the coaching
staff at Holy Cross. He said
Coach Dorazio was "...one of
the most positive people I've
ever met," and was even
more lavish in praising
Coach Duffner for the
friendship and support he
has given the player in the
past four years.
"We can go up to his
office at any time and talk
about a problem or
whatever," Gibson
commented. Last week
against Harvard, the team
dedicated the game ball to
Coach Duffner for these
efforts and his emphasis on
the "Football Family."
After graduation,
Gibson would like to pursue
a career in sports
broadcasting. Gibson
became interested in this
field because he has been
around sports all his life. He
has done local internships in
sports broadcasting to
confirm his interest, and
would like to continue in the
field.
The 'Saders have Harvard seeing Crimson - Pg.13
age
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If I were
H.G. Wells...
By BILL SIMMONS
SPORTS EDITOR
I wish I could go back in time. I wish I could
change certain things in the past and present. I wish I
had The Power, the power to go back in time and twist
things around. And if I did...
Bill Buckner would have caught that damned
grounder. He would have scooped it up in his glove and
limped over to first, a step ahead of Mookie Wilson.
And then he would have hit a home run in the eleventh
inning to win the World Series.
Muhammad Ali would regain the five years he
lost during his Vietnam protest. And he would have
retired after the "Thrilla in Manila" in 1975 and invested
his money wisely, and he'd be in an enormous mansion
today, still The Greatest, still funny, still vocal, just older.
Dwight Gooden would have stayed away from
cocaine. He would have won at least twenty games in
every season, and he would have a lifetime record of
167-41 going into 1992. Lenny Bias would have stayed
away as well, and the poster of he and Dee Brown
would be hanging up in my room.
I would have healed Bobby Orr's rickety knees,
and he would've played until the age of forty. I'd give
Gale Sayers a new knee, Pete Maravich two new knees,
and David Thompson a new knee. Then I'd eliminate
all knee injuries.
Dwight Evans and Steve Grogan would have won
championships, and Roger Clemens, Cecil Fielder, Ray
Bourque, and Charles Barkley would all win soon. Isiah
Thomas and Bill Laimbeer would have their two
championships obliterated from memory.
Freddie Lynn would never have left Boston. He
would've stayed in Fenway's center field for fifteen years,
and he'd have banged doubles off The Wall like he was
playing racquetball. Carlton Fisk would have stayed in
Boston as well. Enough said.
The Game. 1978. Yaz would have gotten one
more swing against Goose Gossage. With two outs in
the ninth, down by a run, with a runner on third... the
Goose unleashed a fastball in on Yaz's fists, and Yaz
popped it up. I would have him foul it off, and he
would have another chance. Yaz deserved better than a
check swing.
Sugar Ray wouldn't have retired for five years.
Bjorn Borg wouldn't have retired so early either, and
McEnroe would never have lost his edge.
Washington D.C. would have a baseball team;
Boston a Dome and a (real) football team; and Las
Vegas a basketball team. There would be a baseball
team on the North and South Dakota border called the
Dakota Kodiacs. Stamford, Connecticut would house a
riple-A baseball team so I could go to games all
summer.
People would stop whining to me about how I
pick on Buffalo in this space. I've been to Buffalo. It
sucks. I wouldn't go back to Buffalo at gunpoint.
Bob Montgomery would be prohibited from ever
announcing another Red Sox game. Brent Musburger
would retire. Merlin Olsen would go back to "Father
Murphy" and stay there, and Dan Dierdorf would
(Continued on Page 15)
